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Abstract - -Transformed characteristic functions are universally recognized as the most powerful 
tools for investigating distribution functions of complicated stochastic models. The paper is mainly 
devoted to the establishment of properties knd applications ofa particular convolution model. More 
precisely, the paper derives the characteristic function of a convolution model based on a stochastic 
integral and provides applications of this model in discounting continuous cash flows. @ 2000 Else- 
vier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let {X(t),  t _~ 0} be a stochastic process with stationary, independent increments and denote 
by "/(u) the characteristic function of the increment X(t + 1) - X(t). It is known that ./(u) is 
infinitely divisible [1]. We assume that 
E[x(t)]-- la 
and 
V[X(t)] = ~2t, 
where -~ < # < cxz and 0 < cre < oe. Moreover, we assume that {X(t),  t > 0} is continuous in 
probabi l i ty and that  its sample paths are right continuous and have left limits. The stochastic 
integral 
f0 (:' v = c -~ dx( t ) ,  (1 . t )  
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where r > 0, exists in the sense of convergence in probability and is finite almost surely. Moreover, 
the distribution function of V is continuous and 
{/0 5(u) = exp log 7 (ue-rt) dt , (1.2) 
is its characteristic function [2]. The characteristic function 5(u) is easily demonstrated to be 
given by 
5(u) = exp { ~ jfo~ l°g tx (Y) dy} (1.3) 
The main purpose of the paper is to establish properties and applications in discounting con- 
tinuous cash flows of the above stochastic integral. 
2. CERTAIN TRANSFORMATIONS 
OF CHARACTERIST IC  FUNCTIONS 
An important part of probability theory is devoted to the study of random variables. Many of 
the most important problems concerning random variables can be expressed in terms of distri- 
bution functions. The method of classical analysis provides an efficient approach to problems of 
this sort. 
It is frequently advisable to consider, instead of distribution functions, characteristic functions 
which are the Fourier transforms of distribution functions. It is now generally recognized that 
characteristic functions are the most powerful tools for investigating distribution functions. The 
uniqueness theorem, the convolution theorem, and the continuity theorem are the most impor- 
tant theorems which describe the connections between characteristic functions and distribution 
functions. These properties account for the significance of characteristic functions in probability 
theory [3]. 
During the last four decades there has been an increasing interest in transformations of char- 
acteristic functions, more precisely in operations which transform a given characteristic function 
into a new characteristic function. These transformations give some interesting information con- 
cerning the structure of characteristic functions. Naturally one investigates also the properties 
of the transformed characteristic function. 
The paper establishes a relationship between the characteristic function of the stochastic inte- 
gral in (1.1) and the transformed characteristic functions defined below. 
Let ¢(u) be an arbitrary characteristic function. Then 
} to(u)=exp - e(x) dxdy , uET~ (2.1) 
is the characteristic function of an infinitely divisible distribution having a finite second mo- 
ment [4]. 
If ¢(u) belongs to a distribution function having a unique mode at the point 0 then Artikis [5,6] 
has proved that 
u(u) = exp { -  fo~'¢(y) ydy } (2.2) 
and 
¢(y) dy j (2.3) w(u) = exp { -  J0 
are also characteristic functions of infinitely divisible distributions having a finite second moment. 
Sufficient conditions for embedding the characteristic functions t0(u), w(u), and 7(u) in several 
classes of infinitely divisible characteristic functions have also been established by Artikis [5-7]. 
Stochaitic [ntegrM 8!) 
3. A THEORETICAL  RESULT  
The purpose of this section is to establish a relationship between the characteristic function of 
the stochastic integral in (1.1) and the transformed characteristic functions in (2.2) and (2.3). 
THEOREM 1. Let {X(t), t >_ 0} be a stodmstic process with stationary independent increments 
and E(X(t)) = O, V(X(t)) = ~r2t, where 0 < cr '2 < ~o. and w(u) is the characteristic thnction of 
the increment X(t + 1) - X(t). We assume that {X(t), t > 0} is continuous in probability and 
that its sample paths are continuous and have left ]imits. Let Y and S be independent infinitely 
divisible random variables, and independent of {X(t), t > 0}, with characteristic timctions 
wl/"(v,), r > O, and 
} p(u) = exp do(jj)9(h/ , (3.1) 
respectively, where ~(u) is the characteristic function of a distribution t)mction having a m~ique 
mode at the point O. Then 
{/,, ) = c:,(~:) 4,/ (3.2) wl/"(u) exp -u  . 
it" and only i£ 
j . o o  y 'Z : " '  axu)  + s, (3.3) 
) 
where a denotes equality in distribution. 
PROOF. Only the sufficiency condition will be proved since the necessity condition can be proved 
by reversing the argument. Using characteristic functions in (3.3) we obtain the functional 
equation 
wl/~ (u ) = exl) { ! ffoU h'g w (Y) d?/ } eXp .£" d)(y)y dy } . (3.4) 
We consider the function 
log w(~.) 
,~,(~) - - - ,  .,,. ~ ~.  (3.s)  
I t  
It is easily seen that 9(tt) is well defined on ~. Moreover, fl'om the fact that E[X(t)] (/ it 
follows that '~/,(u) satisfies the condition 
~':(o) = o. (3.6)  
From (3.4) and (3.5) we obtain the functi(mal equation 
Multiplying both sides of (3.7) by 'u and then differentiating we obtain tile differential (~quation 
.~'b,.) = - ,<: , ( , ) .  (3.s)  
[ntegrating in (3.7) with due regard to the condition in (3.6) we get that 
,~01/ 
(3.9) 
From (3.5) and (3.9) we obtain 
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4. APPL ICAT IONS 
Discounting models have often proved invaluable within the financial decision making process. 
Such models are becoming increasingly more complex in their stochastic formulation and more 
sophisticated in their statistical objectives. Recent articles attempt to make exact inferences 
regarding the distribution of several stochastic discounting models [8-13]. In this section, we 
provide an application of the convolution model Y in stochastic discounting. 
We suppose that X(t) represents the rate of payment at time t of a continuous cash flow with 
infinite duration and r represents the force of interest, then the stochastic integral V in (1.1) 
represents the present value, as viewed from time zero, of this continuous cash flow. Moreover, 
we suppos e that S represents a single cash flow at time 0, then the convolution model Y in (3.3) 
represents the overall cash flow at time 0. This convolution model can play an important role in 
the determination of the economic value of a firm as a going concern [14-16]. In general, any ana- 
lytical determination of the distribution of Y is extremely difficult. The main contribution of the 
paper is the establishment of sufficient and necessary conditions for embedding the characteristic 
function of Y into a wide class of transformed characteristic functions. 
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